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The Winter Garden in context on Cairns StreetThe Granby Winter Garden Ground Floor PlanCurrent derelict condition of No 37 & 39 Cairns St

Project Overview

Sitting at the heart of the neighbourhood, the 
Granby Winter Garden creatively repurposes 
the two currently derelict shells of nos. 37 and 
39 Cairns Street.  The project sets out to turn 
these former houses into a shared resource, 
an extraordinary new set of spaces that will 
house both a residency space and garden 
for the community’s use.  It will provide a 
beautiful, useful and accessible space for 
both artistic activity and the local community. 

The  Winter Garden proposal has grown out of 
the CLT’s decades-long campaign to rebuild 
their local community through resourceful 
creative action, growing and collaboration. 
To date, this work has been based in their 
homes in Cairns Street, and has, since the 
summer of 2015, expanded into the new 
Turner Prize winning Granby Workshop.
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The Winter Garden

No 37
The Common House

No 39
The Winter GardenThe Common House

Design

The design will be split into 2 parts.
No 37 ‘The Common House’ will 
contain a small residence in order to 
host artists, as well as space to allow 
them to develop and show their work. 

The space will consist of a suite of rooms 
that compose the practical space of the 
residency: a kitchen, a studio, and a more 
public facing ‘common room’. These are 
complimented by the residential spaces on 
the first floor: a bedroom, and bathroom.

No 39 ‘The Winter Garden’ will be a verdant, 
accessible new public amenity for the 
people of Granby.  Behind an ordinary 
domestic façade, the garden will occupy 
the full 9 metre height of the house. It will 
enable the preservation of the dramatic 
derelict ‘shell’ of the house, illuminated 
by light from the large roof-light above.  

The aim is to fill the space with a mixture 
of trees, shrubs and plants carefully 
chosen in order to suit the specific climate 
of the Garden and provide a stimulating 
environment full of colour, texture and scent.
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